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Computational Imaging for Human
Activity Analysis

Suren Jayasuriya

Abstract Computational imaging is an emerging discipline that integrates knowl-1

edge from electronics and sensors, optics, and computer science and signal process-2

ing. This chapter surveys recent trends in computational imaging and their poten-3

tial for improving contactless human activity analysis. In particular, the focus is on4

low-level sensing of physiological signals via photoplethysmography and skin imag-5

ing, motion sensing through event-based cameras and coded exposure techniques,6

privacy-preserving computational camera design, and the emerging application of7

non-line-of-sight imaging. Key examples are presented to illustrate recent research,8

and highlight opportunities for future advancement in the field.9

6.1 Introduction10

In this chapter, we survey the intersection between contactless human monitoring and11

activity analysis with the emerging area of computational imaging and photography.12

Computational imaging or photography (both terms are used interchangeably) is a13

vertically-oriented discipline, ranging from electronics and sensors to algorithms and14

data processing for these devices. As a result, the field draws upon several bodies of15

knowledge including optics, electronics, signal processing, computer vision/graphics16

and machine learning, and systems. A key feature of computational imaging systems17

is an emphasis on hardware-software co-design, or the augmentation of sensor hard-18

ware encoding and decoding via algorithms to capture new information about the19

visual world. Namely, images or information are computed rather than captured as20

in traditional imaging or photography.21

The goal of this chapter is to explore recent trends in the use of computational22

imaging systems for a variety of contactless human monitoring scenarios. We take a23

broad viewpoint on human monitoring, ranging from low-level physiological infor-24
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Fig. 6.1 A visual tree representation of this chapter and topics covered in the area of computational
imaging for human activity analysis

mation such as vitals and body shape (which overlaps considerably with medical25

imaging) to higher level human actions and activities. Our survey is not intended to26

be exhaustive, as the use of imaging devices to monitor human activity has had a long27

history dating from the time the modern camera was invented. Rather, we will seek28

to explicate those research thrusts which highlight the use of novel computational29

cameras and projectors along with sophisticated algorithms and signal processing to30

interpret captured information.31

In particular, we will focus on imaging and illumination systems to capture sig-32

nals of interest for specific applications: low-level physiological signals via imaging33

through skin, motion and activity through coded exposure as well as event-based34

sensors, privacy-preserving activity through lensless imaging and optics, and finally35

non-line-of-sight imaging for looking around corners. These examples will feature36

a range of new cameras and illumination that is designed in conjunction with algo-37

rithms such as coded sensing techniques and physics-based computer vision. Please38

refer to Fig. 6.1 for a visual representation of the topics covered in this chapter. For39

the sake of brevity in this chapter, we have chosen to exclude work on hyperspec-40

tral imaging in the medium/far infrared wavelengths as well as non-visible sensing41

modalities such as sonar, radar, and wearable sensors that can also perform contact-42

less human activity analysis. Further, we do not survey the large field of activity43

analysis using computer vision or video analytics, and refer interested readers to the44

survey paper [4].45

6.2 Low-Level Physiological Sensing for Vitals Monitoring46

and Skin Imaging47

In this section, we describe recent advances to perform physiological sensing of48

humans via new computational cameras and illumination systems. A key feature of49

these systems are their contactless nature, which is useful when wearable systems50

are not feasible due to physical discomfort or signal acquisition restraints (e.g. time it51
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6 Computational Imaging for Human Activity Analysis 3

takes to capture information about a new individual). While there are many relevant52

physiological signals in the body, we focus on two main areas: (1) vitals monitor-53

ing including breathing and heart rate, and (2) vein structure underneath the skin.54

This focus is limited primarily because most computational imaging systems utilize55

the visible or near-infrared spectrum, and thus do not have the penetrative power to56

sense deeper in the body as compared to ultrasonic or magnetic resonance imaging.57

However, the main advantage of these computational imaging systems is their porta-58

bility, which can lend itself to new use scenarios for a variety of health monitoring59

applications.60

6.2.1 Vitals Monitoring61

Vital signs such as pulse rate, breathing, and heart rate variability, in addition to others,62

are essential physiological indicators of an individual’s health and wellness. Typi-63

cally, these vitals are monitored using contact probes in hospital or controlled medical64

settings. However, there is a growing need for contactless methods, including cases65

where the patient cannot wear the probes directly on their skin (e.g. burn victims,66

neo-natal infants), or for ubiquitous health sensing via mobile devices where scala-67

bility and cost-effectiveness are paramount. Such technologies can help democratize68

health and wellness monitoring of humans outside of the medical clinic/hospital, and69

is particularly attractive for developing countries’ needs.70

This subsection focuses on the use of computational photography techniques to71

enhance vitals monitoring, particularly the technique of remote photoplethysmogra-72

phy (rPPG) as the primary, contactless way to use video cameras to extract signals.73

Photoplethysmography (PPG) is an optical method to measure changes in blood vol-74

ume in the body, particularly extremities such as the face or fingers. Blood volume75

change from arteries and capillaries lead to changes in skin color, which can be76

captured optically. The resulting signal can be used to extract vitals including pulse77

rate (PR), pulse rate variability (PRV), blood pressure (BP), breathing rate (BR), and78

blood oxygen level (SpO2).79

80

Remote photoplethysmography. Remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) utilizes81

cameras and light sources as a way to capture these PPG signals. Researchers have82

used LED arrays at the near infrared (760nm and 880nm) to illuminate the skin,83

and a monochrome CMOS sensor (which has some sensitivity extending slightly84

into the near infrared) was able to capture the subtle color variations induced by the85

changing blood from the reflected light [35, 77]. Further research has been able to86

remove the reliance on extra illumination. In [74], a regular RGB webcam and ambi-87

ent light was used to extract PPG signals from the human face, although this method88

required no motion in the capture process. These results were extended using auto-89

matic face detection, blind source separation and independent component analysis90

(ICA) on the color channels to simultaenously extract PR, PRV, and BR [65, 66]. To91

make these methods more robust, research has gone into the effects of different skin92
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4 S. Jayasuriya

Fig. 6.2 Diagram illustrating remote photoplethysmography for a state-of-the-art PulseCam sys-
tem. The resulting output are spatial perfusion maps of areas of the body obtained from an RGB
video camera. This figure is reproduced from [49] under the terms of the Creative Commons CC
BY license

tone, low-light conditions, and movement of the individual being recorded [48]. In93

state-of-the-art performance, PulseCam is able to achieve one millimeter spatial res-94

olution with processing times of one frame-per-second whle being robust to motion95

artifacts [49] (Fig. 6.2).AQ1 96

Motion Magnification. One unique way to enhance the visualization of blood vol-97

ume change in the face and extremities is to amplify the underlying color changes98

to make them more noticeable. Recently, researchers from MIT have invented a99

way to enhance subtle motion and color changes in video, entitled motion magni-100

fication [79]. This technique decomposes a video into a spatial pyramid, and then101

temporally bandpass filters the video signal at every level of the pyramid. Then this102

bandpassed video is multiplied by a constant and added back onto the original pyra-103

mid before reconstructing the entire video. This technique has been used to amplify104

small motions for a variety of phenomena including mechanical structures undulating105

in the wind, a baby’s chest motion during breathing, and guitar strings oscillating [75,106

79]. In particular, subtle motions and color changes such as blood rushing into the107

face and blood pulsing through an exposed wrist have been amplified [79].108

6.2.2 Skin Imaging109

While the above work focused on remote sensing of vitals, there is explicit advan-110

tages of modeling the transmission of light through the barrier of human skin for111

even stronger signal extraction from computational imaging devices. Visible non-112

destructive imaging through skin to see blood vessels and structures is important113

for a variety of biomedical and health applications. For example, blood draws and114

intravenous drips need peripheral access to the basilic and cephalic veins in the inner115

arm. Visualizing these would assist with the aforementioned tasks as well as assist in116
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6 Computational Imaging for Human Activity Analysis 5

identifying and diagnosing symptoms such as varicose veins in patients. In addition,117

this skin imaging is most useful out in the field, away from a controlled clinic or118

lab settings, such as in rural communities or developing countries where low-cost119

healthcare is vitally important.120

However, the main challenge for visible imaging through skin is the strong scatter-121

ing that occurs. Light needs to travel through the top layer of skin, past the epidermis122

and dermis layers, to reach the blood vessels lying in the subcutaneous region of123

the skin. All these layers exhibit significant subsurface scattering where light paths124

deviate from their straight line direction. This strong subsurface scattering reduces125

the contrast necessary to image these blood vessels. This is particularly difficult for126

darker skin tones or dehydrated patients where signal is relatively low from scatter-127

ing. To combat this, researchers have used infrared wavelengths to visualize blood128

vessels which penetrate skin deeper [84]. In addition, active illumination techniques129

such as Laser Speckle Constrast Imaging [22] and Sidestream Dark Field (SDF)130

Imaging [28] have been developed specifically to image blood vessels.131

132

Direct/Global Separation. One major focus of computational imaging has been133

modeling the physics of light and image formation, in order to estimate and mitigate134

visual artifacts and effects that occur due to subsurface scattering. One seminal con-135

tribution in the field was the introduction of an algorithm to perform direct/global136

separation, where light is separated into a direct component, where light bounces137

only once in the scene between illumination source and camera, and indirect/global138

component where light undergoes multiple bounces in the scene [57]. This algorithm139

used a few spatially-varying projected patterns (e.g.. checkerboards) and performed140

a per-pixel equation to recover a direct and global image of the scene. In rPPG, this141

technique has been used to help remove surface reflection off the skin (which com-142

monly occurs in the direct component) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of143

the PPG estimation [61]. Direct/global separation has also been applied for enhanc-144

ing contrast in order to better visualize blood vessels and flow [39, 70].145

146

Indirect Imaging. One relatively new direction for visualizing blood vessels in147

skin is to capture components of the indirect light in real-time [45]. One system148

utilized a synchronized projector-camera system that could directly triangulate light149

from certain planes present in the scene, which was applied to capture blood vessels150

in the arm [72]. However, this system was sensitive to misalignments between the151

target and the camera system. A more advanced system was presented in [46] where152

researchers used a variation of the synchronized projector-camera system to cap-153

ture bands of indirect light in real-time. The Episcan3D system, originally presented154

in [59], was utilized as a hardware implementation to show this idea in practice.155

By imaging indirect light directly in real-time, the resulting visualizations captured156

deeper vessel structures in the tissue and could be combined with the motion magni-157

fication and pulse estimation algorithms. One of the main advantages of the system158

was its robustness to ambient light, including experiments in artificial bright indoor159

lighting as well as outside on a sunny day, as shown in Fig. 6.3.160
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6 S. Jayasuriya

Fig. 6.3 A synchronized projector-camera system which captures indirect light directly in real-
time, and is used to visualize blood vessels while being robust to bright ambient indoor and outdoor
light environments [46]

6.3 Computational Cameras for Motion Sensing161

The previous section focused on low-level physiological signals, and custom-162

designed cameras and illumination systems to extract weak to invisible signals of163

interest from seemingly noise in the measurements. At a higher level, human activity164

analysis from video and depth sensors is a well-established area of research, including165

applications for activity recognition, pedestrian detection, and mobile health sens-166

ing and modeling. One of the most critical features for human activity recognition167

is motion induced by the subject in a scene. Motion cues, ranging from low-level168

optical flow and appearance changes [36] to high-level modeling of human skeletons169

and motion capture [76], are important signals of interest to capture.170

In this section, we focus on new computational imaging systems to extract motion.171

For direct motion estimation, we focus on the emerging area of event-based cam-172

eras which sample apparent motion (through brightness changes) directly via new173

sensor design. For indirect motion estimation, we highlight coded exposure algo-174

rithms which encode motion into multiplexed measurements, which are then inverted175

in post-processing to help break classical optical tradeoffs between signal-to-noise176

ratio and temporal sampling. Both these methods can act as useful frontends for177

end-to-end human activity analysis systems in the future.178

6.3.1 Event-Based Cameras179

Event-based sensors (also known as dynamic vision sensors) utilize pixels which180

output binary or trinary pixels when the pixel changes value temporally in bright-181

ness [52]. As such, these sensors encode a stream of events for the spatial location,182

time, and signed brightness change (typically +/− 1) that is asynchronously read183

off the sensor array. This is achieved via a CMOS pixel design inspired by the neural184
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6 Computational Imaging for Human Activity Analysis 7

architecture of the eye, sometimes known as silicon retinas. Event-based cameras185

have numerous benefits including high dynamic range (140 dB), temporal resolu-186

tion of events on the order of KHz, and low power budgets (µW). However, these187

advantages do come at the sacrifice of a conventional RGB image except for some188

specialized designs. We refer the reader to the survey paper [25] for a comprehensive189

overview for these sensors.190

Since their introduction, event-based cameras have been useful for motion191

analysis, particularly for simultaenous localization and mapping algorithms in192

robotics [42]. While event-based cameras sample motion in asynchronous event193

streams, several researchers have shown how to effectively map from this represen-194

tation to optical flow. In [9], an algorithm to simultaneously recover the motion field195

and image intensity while the camera is moving is performed by minimizing a cost196

function over the event data with spatial and temporal regularization. Extending opti-197

cal flow estimation methods, deep learning networks have been proposed to obtain198

dense optical flow from event streams [85]. Other strategies for motion analysis have199

included bypassing the optical flow representation for direct object tracking [55].200

There remains a large opening for applying event-based cameras for the specific201

problem of human activity analysis. There has been relatively few works on per-202

forming activity recognition using these sensors. A gesture recognition system was203

developed in [51], and a hardware-based low power system for the same problem204

was presented in [5]. However, there has been a scarcity in the literature for appying205

these sensors to more general human activity analysis, including the possible use of206

these sensors for mobile health applications. We hope readers of this chapter might207

be inspired to look into these novel sensors for various applications.208

6.3.2 Coded Exposure209

One of the fundamental tradeoffs for capturing activity with fast motion is between210

the exposure time of the camera, which governs the effective frame rate of the camera,211

and the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting images. Since low exposure times yield212

higher frame rates but higher noise, high frame rate cameras have only seen limited213

use in generic activity analysis scenarios, partly due to the high price point of such214

imaging systems. To combat these classical tradeoffs, researchers in computational215

photography have exploited coded exposure by varying the exposure signal sent to216

the pixels in pseudorandom codes, and then decoding the resulting motion blur that217

occurs to recover back the original video at high frame rates and high SNR (Fig. 6.4).218

Coded exposure is a hardware-software co-design technique to help improve the219

ability of deblurring algorithms for motion blur. FlutterShutter [67] introduced the220

idea by using a ferroelectric mechanical shutter in front of the camera to perform opti-221

cal shuttering. The encoded blurred image could then be deblurred using a matrix222

inversion since the modulation function is known a priori. As a result, the expo-223

sure time of the camera can be lengthened (although being modulated randomly)224
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8 S. Jayasuriya

Fig. 6.4 Event-based cameras, consisting of a deisgn of a pixel for the DAVIS camera, b timing
diagram for the sensor with events, c array architecture, d sample DAVIS USB camera prototype,
e visualization of event streams from a moving dot target, and f accumulated events visualized for
5 ms of a video. Figure reproduced from [25] with author permission

to increase the effective SNR at capture time, and and then the effective temporal225

sampling (or equivalent motion blur) of a single short exposure can be recovered in226

the post-processing step.227

Formally, we define m(t) to be a random sequence corresponding to this exposure228

that the sensor performs. An image I is formed by the following equation:229

I =
∫

t
S(t) · m(t)dt (6.1)230

where S(t) is the scene radiance during the exposure time of the camera. Then we can231

actually write the following discretized equation y = Ax where x is the vectorized232

scene radiance (not blurred), A is a matrix corresponding to the exposure, and y is233

the blurred image captured by the sensor [67]. To perform deblurring, the following234

optimization problem is solved:235
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6 Computational Imaging for Human Activity Analysis 9

argminx ||y − Ax ||22 + ||x ||22. (6.2)236

This optimization problem can be rewritten as a single matrix inversion, solving237

x = A† y where A† is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix A.238

Results of the method for applications included various forms of deblurring such239

as capturing blurred moving cars’ license plates in outdoor scenes. While Flutter-240

Shutter utilized a mechanical structure, coded exposure techniques have been built241

into the electronic readout of CMOS image sensors [82] for improved performance.242

Leveraging this idea of coded exposure, a video implementation was built using243

a spatial light modulator to perform independent, per-pixel coded coded exposure,244

resulting in 200 fps video from 25 fps conventional video sensor [68]. Driving this245

idea to the extreme, methods for video from a single coded exposure image have246

been proposed using dictionary learning [34]. Finally, it has been shown that a pro-247

grammable rolling shutter sensor can also perform coded exposure and recover both248

high speed video and optical flow by varying the readout of different pixel rows [30].249

As the availability of programmable sensors increases, there will be more ways to250

encode motion onto sensors that improve SNR and other metrics of interest. This251

will enable an opportunity for capturing more fine-grained motion information from252

cameras, for applications in activity analysis.253

6.4 Privacy-Preserving Cameras254

While the previous sections were focused on extracting signals of interest, both phys-255

iological and motion, using computational cameras, one of the emerging concerns256

of using visual data for human activity analysis is privacy and security concerns.257

Visual data can be exploited to identify or reveal characteristics of an individual and258

make this information public without their consent. This poses a large challenge259

for the adoption of computational imaging platforms for human activity analysis, as260

technologies involving visual surveillance have societal and ethical implications.261

While there are strict definitions of privacy and security available in the com-262

puter science literature, in this section, we will utilize softer definitions that lie on263

a continuum or scale, in which the ability to identify users range from completely264

private (impossible to identify) to somewhat private (requires knowledge or attacks265

to identify) to not private at all. Under this scale, visual data can be made secure either266

through various hardware or software mechanisms. Software mechanisms include267

encryption, dual-factor authentication, secure passwords and other computer security268

techniques to ensure only certain people have access to the raw images captured by269

a system. In this section, we focus on hardware techniques, namely lensless imaging270

and privacy-preserving optics, that enable privatization and security of the visual data271

even before the image has been captured. For extreme applications that require high272

levels of privacy and security, a combination of hardware and software mechanisms273

can be synergistically deployed.274
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10 S. Jayasuriya

For computational cameras, one approach is to perform privacy algorithms at the275

camera level, and using encryption or other methods for information afterwards [17,276

23]. Another approach is to build sensors which preserve privacy thorugh water-277

marking [58] or cartooning [78] or manipulating gain/digitization/exposure [64]. We278

focus on a final approach which uses optical elements, co-designed with sensors and279

algorithms, to get pre-capture privacy before the photons hit the sensor themselves.280

6.4.1 Lensless Cameras281

Lensless cameras are a new emerging technology that have a host of benefits includ-282

ing overcoming traditional optical tradeoffs between field-of-view and depth-of-field,283

single-shot 3D imaging, and extremely thin form factors. Typically such sensors284

utilize diffusion material [6], masks [7], diffraction gratings [27], or single-pixel285

cameras using spatial light modulators [21] to multiplex incoming rays of light onto286

the sensor. The resulting encoded measurements are typically reconstructed using287

optimization [6, 7] or recently deep learning techniques [41] to recover high quality288

visual images. However, for this section, we are interested in the capability of per-289

forming activity analysis without reconstruction, so that the identifying characterstics290

of individuals imaged are not (directly) accessible.291

In Fig. 6.5, you can see an example of a lensless camera with diffuser material292

placed over the sensor (similar to that of [6]). On the right, the lensless images293

are blurred significantly so that they are privacy-preserving and don’t reveal salient294

identifying details to the eye. However, image reconstruction is possible in the second295

row which is comparable to the ground truth images captured by a lens.296

This general area is entitled reconstruction-free compressive vision where algo-297

rithms are designed to work on encoded or multiplexed measurements without per-298

forming reconstruction back to visually-identifying intensity images. We refer the299

reader to the broad survey [11] that covers a large intersection of this work for com-300

pressive sensing and lensless imaging platforms. One of the most common methods301

to perform signal processing in the measurement domain is the smashed filter. The302

smashed filter [20] is the compressive-domain analog of the well-known matched fil-303

Fig. 6.5 Example of a lensless camera with diffuser material placed in the aperture above the sensor
on the left, and example lensless images on the right with their reconstructions
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6 Computational Imaging for Human Activity Analysis 11

ter. Like the matched filter, it is the maximum likelihood classifier for the case when304

the observed data for each class come from a known manifold (e.g. shifted versions of305

a template for the case of the matched filter). In [47], the authors extended the smashed306

filtering framework to handle spatio-temporal data. Their framework performs action307

recognition by synthesizing Action MACH (Maximum Average Correlation Height)308

filters [69] and then smashing them into the compressed domain using the com-309

pressive matrix operator. This allows action recognition without reconstructing the310

individual videos.311

In [14], researchers addressed the issue to perform partial or selective reconstruc-312

tion of images, by only reconstructing faces in an image if the authorized users access313

the data. They accomplish this by training a deep residual network that can then recon-314

struct everything in the image but faces unless queried by an authorized user. This315

enables secure reconstruction for lensless images, and is a promising direction for316

incorporating security and privacy into lensless image reconstruction.317

6.4.2 Privacy-Preserving Optics318

There has been research to leverage specialized privacy optics to remove identifying319

or sensitive photons prior to image capturing, through filtering light rays arriving at320

the sensor. Sample systems include thermal motion sensors [12], a line sensor and321

cylindral lens for people tracking [56], and low resolution camera arrays for private322

human recognition [19].323

In [63], the authors demonstrate a programmable optics-based privacy frame-324

work utilizing components such as defocus blur for time-of-flight, thermal and near-325

infrared sensors to privatize human faces, as well as a spatial light modulator to326

perform face and body blackout, masking light rays from those areas from reaching327

the sensor. The paper also provides insights into how to miniaturize these privacy-328

preserving optics for small sensors, anticipating networked IoT devices that might329

need these capabilities.330

6.5 Activity Analysis for Non-Line-of-Sight Imaging331

One new area of research in computational imaging centers around the development332

of transient imaging: imagers that capture photons at extremely fine timescales, even333

as far down as picoseconds. This is commonly known as time-of-flight imaging,334

where active light source (typically a pulsed laser) illuminates the scene, and the335

camera measures the roundtrip time it takes those photons to return to the camera.336

This new type of imaging has several emerging applications for activity analysis337

which we discuss in this section, in particular the ability to visualize objects outside338

the line-of-sight of the camera and illumination source (Figs. 6.6 and 6.7).339
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Fig. 6.6 Privacy-preserving optics for the Microsoft Kinect consisting of 3D printed lenses to
defocus the IR camera to enable privacy-preserving depth and tracking algorithms. c©2017 IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from [63]

Fig. 6.7 Single Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) utilize photodiodes in extreme reverse-bias to
gain a large current response for individual photons. Coupled with timing electronics, the resulting
sensors can measure photons’ time-of-flight from a synchronized illumination source. This is useful
for applications such as non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging where non-visible scene information is
triangulated using ellipses based on this time-of-flight information as shown in the right figure

While sensors for time-of-flight have been used for depth imaging such as the340

Microsoft Kinect’s photogate technology [8], the real breakthrough with time-of-341

flight imagers in terms of temporal resolution on the order of picoseconds has been342

with single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) [83]. SPADs reverse bias photodiodes343

until they enter avalanche mode, where a single (or few) photons cause a large current,344

and turns the sensor into a sensitive photon counter. When coupled with a known345

illumination source, SPADs can capture photons at very fine time resolutions, and346

have been used for applications including precise depth imaging for LiDARs [81].347

The most exciting application to emerge for transient imagers such as SPADs348

has been non-line-of-sight imaging. Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging is an emerg-349

ing field of research with applications for autonomous vehicle collision avoidance,350

search and rescue operations, and industrial safety and inspection. This problem is351

challenging because NLOS objects are outside of the line-of-sight (LOS) of both the352

camera and the illumination source(s). The main idea is that if photon’s roundtrip353

time can be measured, then the NLOS scene can be triangulated using elliptic mea-354

surements formed from points on the LOS wall, namely the laser point and camera355

pixels form the foci of an ellipse that satisfy the time constraint for a photon. This356

transforms the problem into an elliptic tomography problem, which can be solved357

efficiently to reconstruct the 3D geometry of the NLOS scene.358
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6 Computational Imaging for Human Activity Analysis 13

Kirmani et al. first introduced “looking around corners” using 5D time-resolved359

light transport [43]. This was later realized using streak cameras and a femto-second360

laser to perform elliptic backpropagation [31, 73]. Researchers demonstrated NLOS361

reconstruction using continuous-wave time-of-flight sensors via optimization [33]362

and NLOS tracking using array signal processing [40]. However, real advances began363

once SPADs started being used for NLOS reconstruction [13, 60].364

In particular, there has been great interest in performing activity analysis in365

the NLOS. This is particularly important for applications in surveillance and366

search/rescue, and main tasks include object localization, detection, and tracking.367

SPADs have been used for detection and tracking around the corner [15, 26] where368

the time-of-flight information is critical for their performance. However, several369

researchers have also tried to utilize off-the-shelf cameras and projectors to perform370

NLOS detection and tracking. Klein et al. demonstrated a real-time tracking algo-371

rithm using radiosity [44] to monitor changes in indirect light to localize an object372

moving in the NLOS. Chandran and Jayasuriya demonstrated that NLOS object373

identification and 3D localization could be performed using a conventional camera374

and projector with the help of deep learning, and further generalized the method to375

handle non-flat LOS walls [16]. The method used adaptive illumination to determine376

the optimal places to shine light on the LOS wall to enhance NLOS localization, and377

the architecture is shown in Fig. 6.8.378

Finally, there has been recent work on video reconstruction of the NLOS scene.379

This had been shown previously using WIFI in work done at MIT [2, 3]. However,380

for high resolution videos, SPADs are the primary technology of interest. In [37],381

researchers brought together a series of techniques from SPAD NLOS imaging, deep382

reinforcement learning, and human pose estimation, to triangulate a human being383

moving in the NLOS scene. This work shows the power of combining machine384

learning and computational imaging from novel sensors, and points to new directions385

for NLOS imaging in the future.386

Fig. 6.8 Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging is possible even with conventional cameras and pro-
jectors by leveraging state-of-the-art deep learning. In [16], the authors present a method to intel-
ligently illuminate non-flat LOS walls to enhance the neural network’s performance at the tasks
of 3D localization and object identifiction in the NLOS. Figure reproduced from [16] with author
permission
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6.6 Future Research Directions and Challenges387

A main goal of this chapter is to motivate new researchers to enter into the realm of388

computational imaging and photography research, and utilize these tools for solv-389

ing problems of interest. Computational imaging is a vertically-oriented field, with390

knowledge and tools borrowed from physics, mathematics, engineering, and com-391

puter science. However, the result is worth it: fully-functioning imaging systems392

which can perform futuristic applications such as the ones discussed earlier. We list393

below several topic areas that are useful to have under a researcher’s belt in this field394

including useful references for further study.395

• Optics: Even before photons hit the sensor, they need to be selectively captured or396

illuminated by the optical system of the camera or projector respectively. Useful397

topics include ray-based optics, lenses, concepts such as depth-of-field and focal398

length, aberrations, and diffraction/wave-based effects. We recommend reading399

foundational textbooks such as Hecht’s Optics [32] and the advanced topics of400

Fourier Optics by Goodman [29].401

• Computer Vision: This is one of the most central tools in a researcher’s arsenal,402

and is used for low-level vision tasks (e.g. edge detection, feature extraction) to403

high-level scene semantic and geometric understanding. Useful concepts include404

the pinhole camera model, image transformations and warping, feature detection405

and matching, optical flow and advanced algorithms such as structure-from-motion406

and simultaenous localization and mapping. Useful references include books by407

Richard Szeliski [71] and Forsyth and Ponce [24]. We also recommend learning408

the tool OpenCV which is widely used in academia and industry [10].409

• Computer Graphics: A lot of knowledge about the physics of light and image410

formation was first developed in the computer graphics field, particularly for ren-411

dering. Relevant topics include ray tracing, material/BRDF modeling and estima-412

tion, animation, and shape representation, which can be found in the textbook by413

Marschner and Shirley [54].414

• Machine Learning: Most state-of-the-art computational imaging solutions now415

utilize machine learning in some form. In particular, deep learning through the416

use of neural networks is widely used [50]. We recommend learning the tools417

of PyTorch [62] or TensorFlow [1] to easily incorporate these networks into a418

proposed solution.419

• Image Sensors: Knowledge of electronics and circuits, particularly those related420

to imaging system is useful when building real hardware and testing it. Important421

concepts include photodiodes and their behavior, readout circuitry, and image422

sensor noise and quantization. See [38] for a broad overview of image sensors and423

for further references.424

For cutting edge research in computational imaging, we recommend the venues425

of the IEEE International Conference on Computational Photography (ICCP), IEEE426

Transactions on Computational Imaging, and certain subsets of the proceedings for427

top vision and graphics conferences such as IEEE International Conference on Com-428

puter Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) and Siggraph/Siggraph Asia.429
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6.6.1 Challenges and Opportunities430

There are several inherent challenges to conducting computational imaging research.431

Vertically-oriented research requires access to technologies and communication432

across the interfaces between circuit designers and computer architects, and hardware433

and software developers. Typically, imaging systems have a trade-off between flexi-434

bility and programmability for many applications, versus specific, optimized designs435

for one application with low size, weight, and power requirements. Particularly chal-436

lenging areas is dealing with video (especially streaming video), handling motion437

and understanding physics of light through complex environments and scattering438

media including bad weather or certain biomedical applications.439

Choosing the right sensor for the job can be tricky, and requires careful design440

and knowledge of the problem space. In Table 6.1, we show a comparative summary441

of the different sensors we discussed in this chapter. Note that there are several other442

sensors that could be applied for a given imaging scenario than listed in this table, and443

its up to the researcher to determine what works for their situation. Further, sensor444

fusion where more than one sensor are combined together, may be the best answer445

if the resources and system complexity allows for it.446

In this chapter, we are particularly interested in contactless human activity analysis447

using computational imaging. This definitely requires solving the above challenges448

of video, and need sensors which are high resolution and high SNR to capture relevant449

signals of interest. Further, specific challenges for computational cameras/projectors450

include ensuring any illumination used by the systems are eye-safe and do not cause451

visual damage to observers as well as maintaining privacy for individuals who do452

not consent to revealing their identities for visual data. For clinical applications453

involving mobile health, there is a gap between academic research aimed at sensing454

new biomarkers and showing that these are clinically relevant and valuable for health455

Table 6.1 A comparative table highlighting the different sensors mentioned in this chapter and
their relative strengths and weaknesses with respect to different specifications

Sensor Regular RGB
camera

Event-based
cameras

Lensless cameras SPADs

Data type RGB images Time-stamped
event (+1/0/−1
polarity)

RGB image
heavily blurred)

Transient images

Resolution High Medium/Low High Low

Frame rate Medium
(30–60fps
typical)

High (KHz) Medium
(30–60fps
typical)

Extremely high
(MHz–GHz)

SNR High Medium Medium/High Low

Power/energy
consumption

Medium Low Medium High
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decision making. It is important to figure out which biomarkers are the most important456

for precision health, and then design imaging systems to capture these in a contactless457

fashion.458

At the same time, all these challenges lend themselves to new opportunities in459

the field of computational imaging and how it can intersect with contactless human460

activity analysis. A recent trend has been the blending of physics-based techniques461

and knowledge with advanced machine learning, which helps leverage the benefits462

of both. Further, more hardware integration and the emerging paradigm of software-463

defined imaging is closing the loop for realizing programmable image sensors. For464

instance, the rise of machine learning has allowed for hardware-software co-design465

for end-to-end systems, including systems that optimize both the optics and backend466

algorithms for enhanced performance [18, 80]. Finally, new sensors are still emerging467

every year from the industry. For instance, quanta image sensors using jot pixels are468

able to achieve single photon sensing with megapixel resolutions (1.1µm pixel pitch)469

and 1000+ fps frame rates [53]. These new image sensors will open up new avenues470

for research in computational imaging as these devices become more available and471

widespread, and it will be interesting to see how they are applied to contactless human472

activity analysis in the future. This chapter is the tip of the iceberg for future camera473

and illumination technology that can have great potential for activity analysis.474
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